We present, the analysis of parametric resonance based on the constniction of classical oDtical pa.ths. [ll]. Production of part,icles i n quantum case is related with conformal anomaly. Our tcclinique is ihstrated with sol 11 tions of scvera,l examples and problems of vibrating cavity systems discussed in literature.
Ttic phenomenon of parametric resonance can be observed when some parameters of a dynamical system, like dimensions or other physical characteristics, oscillate pcriodically in time. It happens in effective theories obtained in the way of suitable simplificat,ions and approximations. In quantum field theory, we expect the resonant amplification of qua,ntum fluctuations [17 2, 31. The resonance enhancement of vacuiim fluctuations is usually referred as the dynamical Casimir effect. The standard model to investigate this effect is the system of electromagnetic fields confined inside a. vibrating onc-dimensional cavity [4, 5 , 6, 71. M e p h and Gignoux [SI found the correspondence between t h e wave propagation in a vibrating cavity and the motion of massless particles in a two-di~nensional spacetime billiard. They uscd the generalized Korringa-Kohn-Rostoker method. In this talk, we present a new approach to studjr resoname solutions. Our method offers both a better insight in resonance mechanism a,nd a more useful tool for detailed calculatjnns. Moreover, the brief discussion of the quantum version in [XI omits the impact of confornial anomaly [SI. nTe show thc resonance amplification together with the formation of narrow packets in energy densities [l. O] as a classical phenomenon b a . d on Doppler effect [ll] . Production of part,icles i n quantum case is related with conformal anomaly. Our tcclinique is ihstrated with sol 11 tions of scvera,l examples and problems of vibrating cavity systems discussed in literature.
Before studying the ficld-theoretic models, we look at the classical billiard. A ~nrtssless particle (photon) hits a mirror which mows with wIocit,y U. The photon energy after the collision is given by:
Two consecutive factors on the right-hand side arc obviously thc Doppler factor and the CompLon factor. For a large La,rget mass Ad, the Compton factor is neglected. Therefore, during each heacl-on collision t t i p cnergy of a massless particle increases (or decreases if the target moves in the smie direction) by the Doppler factor. Now, we consider a one-dimensional optical cavity. It cnnsist,s of two parallel walls being perfectly reflecting mirrors. The left cavity wall is static and fixed at x = 0, while Ihe riglit one is moving along some prescribed trajectory 2 = L ( t ) . Let us introduce the billiard function [la] :
and recognize its derimi,ives as retarded Doppler factors (the retardation relation is
The billiard function gives all information about all scatterings of massless particles from a moving wall. The function is increasing, so that its inverse is well defined. Reflections forward in time are just given by the inverse function f -l . The Doppler factor is amplifying if the mirror moves towards a particle. Any proper billiard function tnay be used to reconstruct its gcniiinc mirror's trajectory, namely the traject,ory is given in a parametric form:
The billiard function determines all possible trajectories of a massless particle inside the cavity. Each t,rajectory can be represented by the sequence {Tn(~)] {(f-')on(r))~==o, 
It is usually assumed that T / 2 refers to the length of the static cavity, so that T / 2 E I; L ( 0 ) ircre. t e t 11s define the characteristic for particle trajectories which will play the most important role i n our analysis. It is the ciimulative Doppler factor p4j:
We will cad1 a trajectory to be positive (stable, attractive) if its cumulai,ive Doppler factor tends to infinity for large n , and to he n q a t i w (irnstahle, chaotic) if its ciimula.t,ive
Doppler factor goes to zero with increasing n. Denote by r+ and r-starting points for positive and negative periodic trajectories respectively. For small perturbations E, it is stra,ightforward to derive the following useful forniulas:
The above formulas explain the role of positive and negative trajectories. Each trajectory of a massless particle inside a one-dimensional resonator tends to a positive trajectory if we consider the evolution forward in time and it tends to a negative trajectory for the evolirtion backward in l.ime. Obviously, it is true provided that positive and negakive trajectories exist. We mill apply the knowledge of trajectories oE massless particles (classical optical paths) to describe the classical radiation field inside a vibrating cavity. Denote the electromagnetic potential in one dimension by A ( x , t). Tt obeys the wave equation:
The field is subject to some boundary conditions. Usually, we assume eikher Dirichlct's hounda ry conditions:
or Neumann's boundary conditions at the instantaneous positions of walls:
In both cases, t h e classical solutions are given by:
where the tipper sign corresponds to Dirichlet's case, while the lower one to Neumann's ca5e. The profile function is subject to the following relation:
The energy density of the classical wave packet and its total energy are given by:
where e(r) = @'(r 
to D~( T -) .
The evolution of total energy accumulated inside a vibrating cavity can be analyzed using the formula:
We can calculate the evolution of thc total energy using only initial data and the knowledge of the cumulative Doppler factor. It is apparent that, a n initial shape of the classical field inside the cavity is of minor importance. It is important to note thai tltere is n o difference in the behavior of the system if we impose either Dirichlet's or Ncumann's boundary conditions, Let u s lest our method with several examples. From practical point of view, the most important moticl is a cavity with sinusoidal wall vibrat,ions:
Obviously, we arc to assume that AL < L and w A L < I . The parametric resonance frequencies are W A~ = N n / L , where N is the order of the resonance. First! we consider a physical system perfectly tuned to the parametric resonance, namely LC! = U N in Eq. (7). At the beginning. our task is t o find periodic particle trajectories (classical opttical paths). From Eq. (I), we wad all return points:
The return points derived from the ahove equation correspond to the following starting points of positive and negative particle trajectories: The resonance instability in the field theory appears not only for finely tuned frequencies. We deal usually with some band structure, Our method enable us to get insight into off resonant behavior as well. Therefore, we a,ssume some perturbation of the resonant frequency: U = UN + Au. The equation for return points is now:
The solutions for return points exist provided that: For of€ resonant vibmtions of the cavity, the formation of narrow peaks and the energy growth take a, longer time.
Our next exarmplc wilI refer to some exact analytical solutions corresponding to a vibrating cavity system. They were presented in [IO] for the resonance channel N = 2 and they were generalized in [173 for higher resonances. The solutions correspond to trajectories:
The resonance picture is similar there escept of the fact that the lotal energy happens to grow quadratically with time. Such a power-like growth is observed at the boundary of the frequency band Eq. (8). For trajectories Eq. (91, the billia,rd function can be derived exactly:
where the consecutive branches of the multivaliied function arccot should be properly chosen to have the billiard function increasing. It, is straightforward to calculate the cumulative Doppler factor:
There are N periodic particle trajectnriescorresponding to starting points rom = (-!Vi- are neither positive nor negative, since reflections occur at turning points where the mirror stops. We can rcad oIT from t,he cumulative Doppler factor that the height of peaks grows like t4, their width shrinks like 1-2 and the total energy accumulated inside the resonator grows like t 2 , where t means the total time of cavity motion here. Let, u s conclude o u r classical analysis. Within the framework of oiir method the calculations are straightforward for any type of cavity motion. The parametric resonance is relatpd l o the existence of periodir trajectories in a two-dimensional cavity billiard, As it, was already noticed in [13] . 1,liere is no need for periodicity of cavity motion. We need only periodic returns of the cavity to thc unperturbed position. The cumulative Doppler factor describes all details of the Cornlation of narrow wave packets and the energy growth. Therefore, many details of the resonant enhancement of clnssical electrornagnetic radiation inside a vibrating cavity match the results of quantum t, h eo ry .
Finally, we will discuss the quantum radiation inside a vibrating cavity. Apart from the interference effects which we h a w already demonstrated in the classical theory of the cavity, we are to account for instability of the qitantum vacuum and possibility for particle production. The vacuum expectation value of the energy density is given by
(Toojt, .)) = e@ + .
) + e(f -z) 1 where The second term is responsible for particle production. It is defined by the Schwartz derivative:
The crucial information is contained in the phase function, which obeys the following kinematical IvIoore's equation:
Our billiard function is iisefiil ror the q u a n t u m case a s well. We dcrive the recursive relation:
where the cumulative Doppler factor is given again by Eq. (2) and the cumulative conforma,l anomaly contribution [14] can be calculated from thc following formulae:
The total energy c m be ca.lculated now from:
Most of classical results, like the band structure around resonance frequencies, the formation and the shape of l,ravelling packets in the energy density, the exponential growth of the total accumulated energy, can be reproduced in the quantum case as well. These features are to be calculated from the cumulative Doppler factor. Moreover, it is convenient to define an additional pair of billiard functions:
They describe doiible reflections of massless particles from the ca,vitp walls. The set, of classical opticaI pallis is now more complex. Consider again a. massless particle that starts a t time T moving from the position z = 0. Denote by 7 '~~( r ) (and T R~( T ) respectively) times when the particle returns to its initial position x = 0 a,fter 71, rebounds from both walls assuming that the first collision is with the left (or with the right) wall. 
T t is easy to find tha,t T T , ( q n (~) = (jz' )'*(T

